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Reza
* Required

What are the dimensions of the LETS forest plot? (HINT: read the
plot layout protocol) *
30m X 30m
50m X 50m
30ft X 30ft
50 ft X 50ft
Other:

How many sub-quadrats are there in a LETS forest plot? (HINT:
read the plot layout protocol)
4
7
9
16
Other :

How many numbered points are there on the LETS forest plot?
4
8
12
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In order to avoid falling, and for maximum stability, when setting
up a LETS plot you should
always walk straight up the side of the steep mountain
walk zig-zags up the steep mountain
never walk up the steep mountain
run up the steep mountain

How many team members are there MINIMUM on a plot layout
team?
1
2
3
4

How can TEAMWORK be used during plot layout?
watch your team members and make sure they go in a straight line
wave at your team members so that they know exactly where the orange
tag is
be ready to help quickly pull a string back if it is placed wrong
all of the above

When you leave the plot at the end of the day
leave all white strings in the forest
roll up all white strings, the pink string, and take home in the equipment
bags
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leave only the white string on the outside corners
roll up only the pink string

When winding strings up at the end of the day, make sure that
they are
extremely tight
snug
a bit loose
very loose

Each plot is marked with an ______________ at each corner
(northwest, northeast, southwest, and southeast).
red tag
orange tag
purple ag
a stick
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